
Fits Alpha Body Kit
For Club Car® Precedent®

Graphic Decals
Part # 03-056

Scissors
Masking Tape
*Squeegee recommended - 
(Part# 03-043)

Front Graphic
Rear Passenger Graphic
Rear Driver Graphic

TOOLS NEEDED ITEMS INCLUDED

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS



We recommend professional installation. If you choose to not have this product installed by a professional, we 
highly recommend that you exercise caution, care, and patience when installing this product.

NOTE: Before installing Graphics, wipe down body 
mounting areas with alcohol wipes.

Trim excess white material a quarter inch from 
edge of Graphic as shown. (Front decal as shown)

Tape Graphic on body as shown, using the rear body 
lines as a guide for placement. We recommend 
starting the graphic where the radius of the front 
corner ends.

NOTE: Do not tape front portion of graphic to cart, 
instead leave 8-10” loose as shown.

STEP 1

STEP 2
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A) Using squeegee (03-043) start from the center of the graphic and smooth outwards while pulling 
graphic tight with opposite hand. Hold squeegee at a 45 degree to avoid creases, if a crease occurs 
simply pull the vinyl back and rework the area. Do not try to remove creases after vinyl is applied. 
B) On the opposite end, remove tape and pull white film back but not completely off. Starting from 
the center of the Graphic, smooth outwards flattening any bubbles while simultaneously pulling 
the rest of the film off. Be sure to squeegee over all areas, especially on edges.

Once Vinyl is entirely adhered to the body, peel clear protective film off slowly at an extreme angle 
that is almost flat to the body. Be careful of edges and Alpha lettering. If any bubbles remain, use 
a razor blade tip to slightly puncture, then smooth over with squeegee (03-043). Repeat steps 
1-5 on opposite side.

(A) Peel film from back of graphic halfway.

(B) Cut white film with scissors leaving remainder of film on back of taped 
down graphic

STEP 5

STEP 4

STEP 3
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NOTE: Before installing front graphic, wipe down body with alcohol wipes.

(A) Tape Graphic on body as shown, using the hood edges as a guide. 

(B) Secure with masking tape as shown.

Using the same process from steps 3, 4, and 5 install front cowl graphic as shown. 

Starting with the passenger side (A) peel the graphic back and cut off the white excess film.

Smooth graphic towards dash. (B) Moving to the middle, work across the bottom and up 
the driver side towards the dash.

If any air bubbles remain, use a razor blade tip 
to slightly puncture, then smooth over with 
Squeegee (03-043).

INSTALLATION COMPLETE
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